What is HathiTrust?
It’s digital library open to the world. It’s a partnership community of over fifty institutions and consortia within the United States, including the CIC and the Library of Congress, and Universidad Complutense de Madrid. The University of Michigan contributes material and manpower.

Brings together materials digitized by Google, the Internet Archive, Partner institutions, and other commercial digitization schemes. Unlike Google Books, it includes government documents and reports, materials published in 1923 and later that are in the public domain or for which copyright holders have granted permission.

Current Statistics
8,635,153 total volumes
4,736,278 book titles
210,081 serial titles
3,022,303,550 pages
27% in the public domain

Browsing
By call number (BF psychology), Language, and Publication Year

Catalog Searching Examples
Title = Norse Discovery of America
Author = John James Audubon
Journal article = Holzinger, John M. (1900). Points of the compass, the seasons, and teaching geography in the grades. Bulletin of the American Bureau of Geography, 1, 32.

Full Text Searching
Cinematographer Miroslav Ondříček
• First check the catalog (tip: the search is the same with and without accents)
• Next try full text searching


Collections
• Public
• Private
Other Opportunities

- HathiTrust datasets of public domain works available for research purposes
  http://www.hathitrust.org/datasets
- Tool for downloading available volumes
  http://www.lib.umich.edu/two-over-threehundred/

Mirlyn Catalog and ArticlesPlus

- Through the Library website http://lib.umich.edu

Further questions and information:

Chris Powell  sooty@umich.edu
Doreen Bradley  dbradley@umich.edu